BRANDERMILL
Community Association

Mailbox unit construction and install -Addendum to the Spec Sheet

The BCA is providing the below as an update to the spec sheet for those choosing to build the unit
themselves.
1. The 45 degree cap - may not be readily available at local hardware type stores. An acceptable
alternative is to buy a plastic or metal cap - maybe copper- and paint it gloss black. Copper ones
are available at Lowes/Home Depot etc...This requires scuffing the material and then painting in
order to get the desired look.
2. Black Metal Box- Must be a Jumbo Size (Gibralter brand - available at Lowe's)
Must be painted with a gloss black, flat is not acceptable.
3. Red Flag- This is a necessary portion of the box, but is not shown on the specs.
4. Reflective numbers A. Should be centered top to bottom- leaving equal distance space from the top of the paper
chute to the bottom.
B. Should be applied so the numbers are centered on the paper chute, equal distance from the
back to the front.
5. Paper chute- Specs say 6" and we strongly suggest the duo ply to insure longer life and less
wood rot. BCA understands regular wood comes in 1 x 5 1/2".
6. Galvanized screwsA. The specs show three (3) screws on the post into the paper chute, using four is acceptable and
can be applied in square shape to better insure stability.
B. You may wish to counter sink and then paint them green for a cleaner look.
C. Also you may wish to paint the galvanized screws used to secure the mailbox.
7. Installing Structure- Mount/Secure unit in ground with Sacrete- please see attachment for USPS
regulations on policies regarding heights- length from curb, etc...
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